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The Independent Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office Bearers (IRC) by way of a letter 

dated 9 December 2011 seeks to “consult” with the Lower Court Remuneration Committee (LCRC) on 

the “draft” document supplied to us.  The LCRC was established on the 21st May 2011 by the 

Chairperson of the Magistrates’ Commission in consultation with the Chief Justice; mandated to make 

recommendations to him regarding salaries and benefits for the Lower Court Judiciary. The LCRCC met 

on 20 January 2012. The IRC recommended only a cost of living adjustment (COLA) of 5.5% and supplied 

the LCRC with a short explanatory memorandum. 

The LCRC resolved to address the factors contained in Section 8 (6) of the Independent Commission for 
the Remuneration of Public Office- Bearers Act, 1997 Act 92 of 1997 (the Act) since the IRC is obliged to 
consider it annually as well as the ancillary factors contained on pages 1 and 5 of the draft document.    
Our full submission is attached and this executive summary will only highlight our ultimate findings and 
should not be considered in isolation.  
 
The LCRC considered the role, status, duties, and responsibilities of magistrates, the affordability of 
different levels of remunerations of public office bearers, current principles and levels of remunerations 
within the public office bearers, current principles and levels of remuneration of organs of state, current 
principles and levels of comparable posts in the private sector, current principles and levels of 
remuneration of society in general, “the consumer price index and future forecast”, “market salary 
increase of the past year”, “forecast salary increase for the year”, “economic conditions”, “current 
remuneration structure of Public Office Bearers (POB)” and the “public perception toward commission’s 
recommendations” .  
 
The LCRC reached the following conclusions: 
 

 The IRC is obliged to comply with its legislative obligations to take the factors mentioned in 

section 8 of the Act into consideration before each recommendation. 

 The judicial office bearers are highly qualified professionals. 

 There are critical differences between Judicial and Political office bearers. 

 That the current anchor position for the professional judiciary is not only inappropriate as 

principle but also in practical terms. 

Executive Summary 
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 Salary issues of public office bearers have been controversial of late and we are caught up in the 

Executive and Legislator’s efforts to please the electorate and public opinion, when they may 

lawfully have other income streams. 

 There is a perception of politicisation regarding judicial compensation. 

 That there has never been a major review that takes into consideration the cost and extent of 

the judges’ retirement benefits and the impact that it would have on the cost to employer 

scenario. 

 That the true value of the vehicle and medical benefits of judges have similarly not been taken 

into account.  

 We have calculated the value of both these aspects to establish real cost to employer 

 That the gaps between the anchor and judges as well as the magistracy are too large, and needs 

to be narrowed. 

 That we have received an increase less than inflation for the last two years and the draft 

recommendation perpetuates the trend. 

 That both the public servants and private sector have received increases far in excess of the 

Lower Courts Judiciary. 

 Those comparable Senior Managers Prosecutors and Chief Prosecutors have, of late, 

substantially overtaken our remuneration levels. 

 The inflation data mentioned in the explanatory memorandum is outdated. 

 The salary data of Century 21 Group is outdated and are not supported by the Governor of the 

reserve bank in her latest MPC statement.  
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The recommendation of the Committee is as follows: 
 

Grade 
Pay 
Level 

Position 
Smallest 
acceptable 
ratio 

Recommended  
Remuneration 

JA 1 Chief Justice 100 2378258 

JB 1 Deputy Chief Justice 95 2259345 

JB   President of SCA 95 2259345 

JC 1 Deputy President of SCA 92.5 2199889 

  2 Con Court/ SCA Judge 90 2140432 

  3 President of High Court 85 2021519 

  4 Deputy Judge President H/C 82.5 1962063 

  5 Judge 80 1902606 

JD 1 Regional Court President 70 1664781 

JE 1 Regional/ Chief Magistrate 65 1545868 

JF   Senior Magistrate 60 1426955 

JG   Magistrate 55 1308042 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. M DJAJE 

Chairperson: Lower Court Remuneration Committee    15 February 2012 
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The Independent Commission for the Remuneration of Public Office Bearers (IRC) by way of a letter 

dated 9 December 2011 seeks to “consult” with the Lower Courts Remuneration Committee (LCRC) on 

the “draft” document supplied to us.  The LCRC was established on the 21st May 2011 by the 

Chairperson of the Magistrates’ Commission in consultation with the Chief Justice and mandated to 

make recommendations regarding salaries and benefits for the Lower Court judiciary. The LCRC met on   

20 January 2012.  

The LCRC invited responses from the lower courts judiciary, and consolidate them in a single document. 

We will however be remiss if we do not express the anger and frustration voiced by the lower courts 

judiciary at what is perceived to be paying of lip service to the consultation process. This opinion is 

informed by the document that was presented to the LCRC that is drafted in the form and style 

resembling of the final recommendation form of years past. The opinion voiced in various responses  

were  that the IRC has already made a decision and, as happened in previous years, submissions would 

be ineffective or simply not be considered. 

The LCRC concluded that this process cannot be typified as consultation. We hold the view that 

“consultation” in this context should be similar as the process envisaged in the South African case of 

Maqoma v Sebe NO and another 1987 (1) SA 483 (Ck) at 490c, the English cases of Sinfeld and Others v 

London Transport Executive [1970]2 ALL ER 264(CA) at269 c-e and R v Secretary of State for Social 

Services, Ex parte Association of Metropolitan Authorities [1986] 1 WLR 1 (QB) at 4f. It is our view that 

1. Introduction 
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consultation should be the communication of ideas on a reciprocal basis at the formative stage of the 

proposals before the mind of the IRC becomes unduly fixed.  

 

The LCRC views this procedure as such envisaged in Section 8 (3) of the Independent Commission for the 

Remuneration of Public Office-bearers Act,1997 Act 92 of 1997 (the Act). The LCRC expressed the hope 

that the IRC would consult in the true sense of the word on the aspects that is addressed hereunder. 

The LCRC remains committed to consultation in the true sense of the word. 

 

The LCRC resolved to address the factors contained in Section 8 (6) of the Act, since the IRC is obliged to 

consider it annually as well as the ancillary factors contained on pages 1 and 5 of the letter from the IRC.     

 
It is our view that the last review looking at the totality Salary and remuneration levels was completed in 

2007, but on data accumulated between 2004 and 2006.  That in the last eight years many changes have 

taken place. It is further our view that the IRC has not done a salary review since the real cost of the 

retirement has been established as they have pledged to the President to do. 

 

 

 

 

1. The IRC must when investigating and considering the remuneration of Magistrates consult with 

the Chief Justice or person designated by the Chief Justice. 

2. The IRC must publish recommendations regarding the following: 

2. Legislative Framework and Imperatives 
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 Salary 

 Allowances 

 Benefits 

 

3. The IRC must consider (when making recommendations)the following: 

 Role, Status, Duties, Functions and responsibilities of magistrates. 

 The affordability of different levels of remuneration of Public Office Bearers. 

 Current principles and levels of remuneration. 

 Current principles and levels of remuneration in organs of state. 

 Current principles and levels of remuneration of society in general. 

 Inflationary increases 

 The availability of resources of the state. 

 Any other factor that the commission may find relevant. 

 

4. These factors MUST be taken into consideration annually.  
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It must be stressed, as mentioned above, that the last major review of our role functions, duties status 

and responsibilities was done in 2004-2006, published in 2007 and the principles accepted by the IRC 

never found proper expression in the ultimate recommendations. It is our view that an urgent  review is 

needed. It must be stressed again, that at that stage the full effect and costing of the retirement 

benefits as well as motor vehicle and medical benefits of judges were not established as part of the 

anchoring position. We need to remind the IRC that they have pledged, in a reply to an inquiry by the 

President, that they will address it in the second major review. This did not happen then nor, was it, 

despite various submissions  subsequently addressed. 

A few factors had an effect on the functions and workload of Magistrates since 2006/7.   

 The fact that in specific cases  we are obliged to consider life imprisonment- the highest penal 

provision in the Criminal Procedure Act 

 The fact that the Regional courts have been given the authority to adjudicate divorce matters. 

 The fact that the jurisdiction in civil matter has increased. 

 The granting of civil jurisdiction to Regional Courts  

 The National Credit Act, 2005 with unlimited jurisdiction. 

  The Child Justice Act,2008 

 The Consumer Protection Act, 2008. 

 The Children’s Act, 2005 

3.  Role, Status, Duties, Functions and Responsibilities of Magistrates 
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 The ever increasing workload in both criminal and civil work occasioned by the present crime 

wave and economic conditions. 

The net effect of these changes is that the lower courts are now, together with trying the vast majority 

of crime, also increasingly tasked and expected to handle matters that has historically been in the sole 

domain of the High Courts.  

It is our submission that these major factors have brought the Magistracy closer to the role, status, 

functions and responsibilities of High Court Judges. Although we will readily concede that there are still 

major jurisdictional differences between the Lower Court and that of High Courts; but that these 

differences have been narrowed as a result of the above mentioned changes. The responsibilities 

between judges and magistrates are in our view very similar and the IRC has conceded as much. 

Although we hold no brief on behalf of Judges it is our contention that there can be no justification for 

the unduly large gaps between the levels of anchor and that of judges of the High Court. Our desktop 

investigation reveals that it is also not the international norm, despite contrary contentions by the you. 

As was reported to the Chairperson and Deputy Chair of the IRC, in our meeting during October 2011, 

the Magistrates Commission is finding it increasingly difficult to attract the best candidates for judicial 

appointment, due to the remuneration levels presently. Senior and experienced members of the bar, 

side bar and NPA are not willing to apply as they will have to accept a significant reduction of 

remuneration and benefits. 

It is therefore our conclusion that the differences in the percentage less than the anchor should be 

reduced as far as reasonably possible.   
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The principles regarding the levels and the currents structure of Judicial and Political office bearers have 

been set out by the Act (infra) and the IRC in their first and second major review reports. 

These principles include the following: 

 The judiciary is a separate arm of government with unique characteristics. 

 There is a critical difference between Political Office Bearers and Judicial Office Bearers, which 

needs to be retained if the constitutional democracy and the rule of law are to be upheld in 

South Africa. 

 There is an overwhelming and compelling support both locally and internationally for the notion 

of maintaining completely separate grading, benchmarking and remunerative structures for 

office bearers in the Judiciary from those in political institutions (Executive and Legislature). 

 

 To enhance public confidence in the independence of the judiciary it is necessary to remove any 

perception of politicisation from the establishment of judicial compensation. 

 

 Judges and Magistrates are career professionals, and their salaries need to be competitive with 

the salaries paid to similarly skilled and experienced practitioners in the private sector, which 

constitutes the greatest pool for attraction to judicial office 

4. Current principles, levels and current structure of Judicial and other 

Office bearer Remuneration 
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 Judicial Remuneration should be of such a nature as to attract suitable persons with the 

required skill, competence and experience. 

 Adequate remuneration should be paid in order to shield Judges and Magistrates "from 

pressures aimed at influencing their decisions and more generally their behaviour." 

 Benchmarking practices in countries with similar constitutional and governmental systems as 

South Africa show .......”that judicial office bearers are generally remunerated at higher levels 

than political office bearers”  

 

 Consideration must also be given to the professional qualifications required for a position in the 

judiciary 

 There must be an appropriate correlation between judicial remuneration and the salaries paid in 

private practice. 

 Although it is accepted that a judicial salary should be “discounted” for public service, the 

discount should not be so great that it becomes a disincentive to a suitable and competent 

person for appointment in the position. 

 The ratio should reflect the smallest acceptable difference between the anchor position and the 

lowest position within the arm of state. 

 There needs to be a consistent philosophy and application of remuneration practice within the 

Judiciary 
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 The gap between the remuneration of the lowest level judge and the highest level magistrate is 

too wide. 

For these reasons it is in our view essential that the judicial anchor person cannot be equated with the 

Legislative and Executive anchors. 

There seems to have been an unexplained change in the manner in which the IRC views the 

remuneration package. When the first report was published great care was taken to describe the notion 

of total remuneration package: 

“The core characteristic of a total remuneration package is that it represents the total amount of all 

cash or cash equivalents paid to the employee as compensation (basic salary and certain benefits and 

allowances), but does not represent a total cost to employer. Ordinarily it does not permit hidden 

remuneration costs for the employer or undisclosed monetary benefits or allowances for the office 

bearer. For the purpose of this report total remuneration package has been interpreted as consisting of 

the following components: 

 Basic salary; 

 Motor vehicle allowance; 

 Employer’s contribution to pension fund; 

 Employer’s contribution to medical aid fund; and 

 Where applicable, a housing allowance, 13th cheque, and cellular telephone 
allowance has been included in the calculation.” 

 

In the 2010 recommendation the IRC stated: 
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The IRC now proclaims that they follow a total cost to employer model as opposed to a total 

remuneration package. The import of this distinction will become apparent hereunder. 

 Should a total cost to employer basis be followed it gives all the POB a fair and objective means to 

compare salaries, benefits and allowances. We support this view.  It means that all monies expended 

and set aside for above mentioned items be tallied and compared on an equal basis. That means that 

the Ministerial Handbook, Judges retirement and motor vehicle benefits should also be taken into 

consideration.  We will however concentrate on the position of the Judiciary.  

The two major factors that will dramatically affect the anchor is the motor vehicle benefit that the 

judges receive as result of the provisions of Section 12 of Judges Remuneration and Conditions of 

Service Act , 2001 ( Act no. 47 of 2001) as well as the retirement benefits.  

Value of Vehicle benefit 

The price is fixed at a Mercedes Benz S 350 or BMW 740 i. According to current prices the value is at 

R1 055 500 plus 4874 emissions tax. We have annualised the cost as follows: 

Item Monthly cost Annual cost Basis  

Capital 26266.16 315192.00 @ 9% interest over 48 
months 

Private use cost 7426.66 89120.00 16000km x R5.57 

Insurance 1868.41 22420.92  

  426732.00  

The retirement benefit 
 

It is common cause that the retirement benefits form an extremely important part of the judicial 

remuneration. We have taken the liberty to highlight the glaring discrepancies in this regard by means of 
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a simplistic comparison. We will use both % and actual amounts to illustrate our point. In this illustration 

both the Chief Justice(CJ) and Regional Court President(RCP) reach retirement age tomorrow after 

serving 10 years in their respective posts. 

 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 

Post Total Rem “Final salary” 
for retirement 
calculations 

(b) as 
% 
of (a)  

Annual 
R/B 

(d) as 
% of 
(a) 

Gratuity Contribution % 
of Basic Salary 

CJ 2 130 769 1 544 807 * 72.5 1 029 871 48.3 2 039 145 0 % 

RCP 958 884 499 367 58.5 90 794 18.8 335 574 20.5% 

 

*On assumption that only the cash portion is utilised to for calculation- we simply do not know – we however suspect that the whole amount 

may be used since not doing so might result in a de facto reduction of benefits. 

 

The results in paragraphs (d) (e) and (f) are indicative of the gross inequality of the current system. 

This Committee also considered the Net replacement Ratio (NRR) issue and aligns itself with the 

following:  

 

The IRC stated in Para 16 with regard to Retirement benefits:  

The benefit design should consider the needs of both the public office bearer and his or her family. A 

useful measure is an appropriate Net Replacement Ratio (NRR) for a given retirement age and tenure. 

The IRC explained this as follows: 

The pension that a member will be entitled to on retirement is converted to a cash amount and any cash 

gratuity is added to this amount to determine the value of the total benefits. The value of total benefits 

is then divided by annuity factors that are determined according to a set of assumptions that is 

consistent for all stakeholder groups. This enables a just comparison to be made between the values of 

the benefits received by the various stakeholder groups. 

If one follows their figures (without us conceding that it is correct) one finds the following  current NRR’s 

regarding: (we have taken the same group to compare  – a person starting at 30 and retiring at 65 - 

which we think will give the most accurate comparison for the majority of magistrates). 
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P.O.B.  

grouping 
NRR Authority 

Members of 

parliament 

et al 

118.2% Page 22 Table 4 

Municipal 

councilors 
96.8% Page 34 Table 10 

Traditional 

leaders  
- - 

Judges 127.1% Page 49 Table 18 

Magistrates 68%  Page 61 Table 22 

 

It is clear that Magistrates have the lowest NRR of all current POB retirement benefits. It is 

important to note what was said regarding the benefits of Municipal councillors in Para 87. 

“Table 10 above reflects that, even after 15 years as a Councillor, the benefit is low.” 

Regarding the parliamentarians the IRC comments as follows in Para 243. The Commission 

however has no doubt that the current benefit levels are totally inadequate, as evidenced by 

the Additional Service Benefit that was added to attempt to address the criticism of a totally 

inadequate design. There is clear evidence that the need of the members and the State are not 

properly served by a contribution of 22.5% by the State and 7.5% by the member. 
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On the IRC version although the members of parliament already receive a benefit only slightly 

less than the Judges if one compares like for like the state’s contribution is increased from an 

already high 22.5 % to an unbelievable 54.5 %, 4.15 times what magistrates receive.  

 In the 2011 recommendations and determination the Municipal councillors also received a 

handsome extra once off gratuity. 

If the IRC wish to give effect to their stated principle of “a consistent philosophy and application 

of remuneration practice within the Judiciary” the cost of this benefit should be established. 

 

 In the Second report the IRC made the following finding: 

 

That means, if we follow our argument to its logical conclusion, we have to add 70% of the current 

anchor of 2 130 768 to wit 1 491 537. 
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In conclusion this would mean the following:  

Position 

(b)      
% of 

Anchor 

(c)  
Current 

Rem 
Structure 

(d)            
c plus 

vehicle 
benefit 

(e)              
c plus cost 

of 
retirement 

benefit 

Total cost 
to 

employer 

Current 
real % 

of 
anchor 

Chief Justice 100 2237308 2664040 3803423.6 4230155.6 100 

President of SCA 90 2013525 2440257 3422992.5 3849724.5 91.01 

Con Court/ SCA Judge 80 1789873 2216605 3042784.1 3469516.1 82.02 

President of High Court 75 1678046 2104778 2852678.2 3279410.2 77.52 

Judge 65 1454263 1880995 2472247.1 2898979.1 68.53 

Regional Court President 45 1006828 1006828 1006828 1006828 23.80 

Regional/ Chief 
Magistrate 40 894871 894871 894871 894871 21.15 

Senior Magistrate 32.9 738262 738262 738262 738262 17.45 

Magistrate 30 671219 671219 671219 671219 15.87 

 

Should only the current, and in our view too large, percentage difference be employed it will to a large 

extent address the concerns of the magistracy. 

The different levels of remuneration less than the Anchor 

 The principle as mentioned above is that “the ratio should reflect the smallest acceptable difference 

between the anchor position and the lowest position within the arm of state”. The current ratio is 70%. 

There is no justification for such a large difference in the remuneration levels. Our desktop investigation 

reveals that internationally the norm is that the percentage ratio is as small as possible and in most 

jurisdictions as little as 2.5 %.  
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Grade Pay Level Position 
% of 

Anchor 
Real % of 

anchor 

Smallest 
acceptable 
ratio 

JA 1 Chief Justice 100 100 100 

JB 1 Deputy Chief Justice 90 91.01 95 

JB   President of SCA 90 91.01 95 

JC 1 Deputy President of SCA 85 86.51 92.5 

  2 Con Court/ SCA Judge 80 82.02 90 

  3 President of High Court 75 77.52 85 

  4 
Deputy Judge President 
H/C 70 73.11 82.5 

  5 Judge 65 68.71 80 

JD 1 Regional Court President 45 23.8 70 

JE 1 Regional/ Chief Magistrate 40 21.15 65 

JF   Senior Magistrate 32.9 17.45 60 

JG   Magistrate 30 15.87 55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is submitted that this is not within our knowledge and thus feel ill equipped to comment thereupon. It 

must be noted however that it is also not addressed in the memorandum presented to us. We simply do 

not know what the affordability levels are.  

We do not with this statement suggest that there is no other and competing social spending to take 

place. It must be noted that especially in the second report recommendations by the IRC and last year’s 

determinations affordability issues were also raised, nevertheless the Members of Parliament, Municipal 

5. The affordability of different levels of remuneration of Public Office 

Bearers and economic conditions 
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councillors as well as the Executive were handsomely rewarded relating to retirement benefits to the 

detriment and exclusion of the magistracy.  

Economic conditions 
 

We have taken note of the quotes extracted from the Minister of Finance’s medium term budget 

statement on 25 October 2011. Although we have no qualm with the statement as it was made, the IRC 

need to consider that more recent data has become available since then. 

We need to remind and highlight the very pointed and important statement that the Minister also made 

reflecting that Cabinet Ministers and other political office bearers should moderate their requests. He 

specifically makes the distinction between public office bearers and political office bearers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Our research shows that the general market increase was 8% which is the average of all settlements. We 

have taken note of the suggestion that management had increases of 6,55 % - we suggest that this is 

closest comparator to the magistracy’s position. 

The Governor of the Reserve Bank, Ms.Gill Marcus, revised the figures in her MPC statement dated 19 

January 2012 by stating the following about the past year’s wage settlements: 

6. Market salary increases for the past year 
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“According to Andrew Levy Employment Publicat ions the overal l  average wage sett lement rate in 

col lect ive bargaining agreements amounted to 7,7 per cent in the f irst  nine months of 2011 …..”  

If one assumes that the fourth quarter showed the same trend as the third our suggestion of 8 % may 

even be on the conservative side.  

We have taken note of paragraph 2.2 of the explanatory memorandum and will address it in more detail 

under paragraph 7 hereunder. 

We feel that it is prudent to address paragraph 2.5 of the memorandum hereunder. It needs to be noted 

that should the President have implemented the, rather conservative, recommendations of the IRC 

there would have been nominal change of 3 % and a real 4.8 %. In rand terms it would translate to 

R48 491 pa at the level of JD. 

 

 

 

 

We have taken note of the forecast salary increase for 2012 by 21st Century Pay Solutions Group. This 

may have been accurate when the memorandum was drafted.  In the light of the inflationary outlook 

that will be addressed in paragraph 11 hereunder, we suggest that the average wage settlement would 

be higher probably around the 6.5 % - 7% level.  

In the statement of the Monetary Policy Committee dated 19 January 2012 issued by Gill Marcus, 

Governor of the South African Reserve Bank, it is  stated in this regard: 

7. Forecast salary increases for the year 
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“According to Andrew Levy Employment Publications the overall average wage settlement rate in 

collective bargaining agreements amounted to 7,7 per cent in the first nine months of 2011, compared 

with 8,2 per cent in 2010. However there are indications that the downward trend in nominal 

remuneration may have reversed. According to Statistics South Africa, growth in average 

remuneration per worker increased by 8,6 per cent in the third quarter of 2011 compared with the 

same quarter in 2010, up from 6,4 per cent and 7,4 per cent in the previous two quarters respectively. 

Adjusting for declining labour productivity trends, this has resulted in growth in nominal unit labour 

costs increasing from 5,2 per cent in the first quarter to 8,3 per cent in the third quarter of 2011.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During our meeting with the Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson of the IRC our concerns were 

highlighted that comparable levels in the public sector have outstripped the magistracy salaries. The 

secretariat of the IRC conceded as much and it was stated at the meeting that the IRC will investigate it 

and that it will form part of the IRC deliberations. No timeframe was given in this regard. This matter 

was not addressed in the letter or the recommendations.  

It is suggested that as magistrates we do not have pay progression – as is the rule rather than exception- 

in the public service. The retirement benefits are substantially better since the public service may retire 

at 55 and the maximum pensionable allowance is 70% as opposed to our 60%. (See DPSA circular 1/2012 

dated 9 February 2012) 

 

 

8. Current principles and levels of remuneration in organs of state 
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We will graphically illustrate our position 
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Authorities 
 

 

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e.f 01/07/06       
(GN R1124 dated 10/11/06)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Chief Prosecutor w.e.f 01/04/06 (GN R442 

dated 12/05/06)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Deputy DPP w.e.f 01/01/06 (GN R442 dated 

12/05/06)  

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e.f 01/07/07 

(GN R886 dated 28/09/07 read with GN 1088 dated 07/10/08)  

 Inclusive remuneration- package of Chief Prosecutor and Deputy DPP w.e.f 

01/01/07 (GN R479 dated 08/06/07)  

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e.f 01/07/08 
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(GN R956 dated 05/09/08)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Chief Prosecutor and Deputy DPP w.e.f 

01/01/08 (GN R173 dated 14/02/08)  

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e.f 01107/09 (GN 

R666 dated 28/07/10)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Chief Prosecutor and Deputy DPP w.e.f 

01/01/09 (GN R618 dated 16/07/10)  

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e.f 01/07/10 

(GN R1151 dated 02/12/10)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Chief Prosecutor and Deputy DPP w.e.f 

01/01/10 (GN R511 dated 08/06/10)  

 Salary of prosecutor, Senior Prosecutor and Senior Advocate w.e. f 01/05/11 

(GN R778 dated 20/09/11)  

 Inclusive remuneration package of Chief Prosecutor and Deputy DPP w.e.f 

01/01/11 (GN R346 dated 21/04/11)  

 Salaries and motor vehicle allowance of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/06 

(Proclamation 40/2006 dated 22/09/2006)  

 Salaries and motor vehicle allowance of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/07 

(Proclamation 42/2007 dated 27/11/2007)  

 Total remuneration package of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/08 (Proclamation 

48/2008 dated 27/10/2008)  

 Total remuneration package of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/09 (Proclamation 

75/2009 dated 19/11/2009)  

 Total remuneration package of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/10 (Proclamation 

71/2010 dated 26/11/2010)  

 Total remuneration package of the Judiciary w.e.f 01/04/11 (Proclamation 

40/2011 dated 22/09/2011)  

General  

 A Deputy DPP and a Chief Magistrate/Regional Magistrate earned the 

same salary up to 1 December 1998  

 A Senior Prosecutor and a Senior Magistrate earned the same salary 

up to 2001  

 In the years that followed, the salary of a Deputy DPP / Chief 

Prosecutor went above that of a Chief / Regional Magistrate while that 

of a Senior Prosecutor went above that of a Senior Magistrate. 

  

The IRC Review Report published in 2007 rectified this situation which resulted 

in most magistrates appointed post 2007 being drawn from the ranks of Senior 

Prosecutors and Senior Advocates. 

 A Chief / Regional Magistrate earned a salary above that of a Deputy 

DPP / Chief Prosecutor for the years 2008 and 2009. 

 In 2008, a Chief / Regional Magistrate earned 5.23 % above the salary 

of a Deputy DPP / Chief Prosecutor. 

 In 2009 a Chief / Regional Magistrate earned 1.89 % above the salary 

of a Deputy DPP /Chief Prosecutor. 

 In 2008, a Senior Magistrate earned 41.13 % above the salary of a 

Senior Prosecutor / Senior State Advocate. 

 In 2009, a Senior Magistrate earned 13.72 % above the salary of a 

Senior Prosecutor / Senior State Advocate. 

 In 2008, a Magistrate earned 21.35 % above the salary of a Prosecutor 

/ State Advocate. 

 In 2009, a Magistrate earned 19.10 % above the salary of a Prosecutor 
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/ State Advocate. 

 Over these years (2008 & 2009) a Magistrate also earned a salary 

above that of a Senior Prosecutor / Senior State Advocate by 5.53 % 

and 3.28 % respectively. 

 

With the introduction of OSD to all Public Servants which includes Public 

Prosecutors the comparative salary structure was taken back to pre IRC Review 

Report of 2007: 

 In 2011 a Chief / Regional Magistrate earned a salary below that of a 

Deputy DPP / Chief Prosecutor by 12.62% 

 In 2011 a Senior Magistrate earned a salary below that of a Senior 

Prosecutor by 23.33%. 

 In 2011 a Magistrate earned a salary below that of a Prosecutor by 

5.31%. 

 

 

The LCRC has already supplied the secretariat of the IRC with copies of above mentioned authority, but 

will do so again should the veracity of our submissions be in any doubt. 

Measuring to comparable positions in public administration, organs of state, etc., which was set as a 

requirement by the IRC (see paragraph 152 of the Report), magistrates are in a far less favourable 

position as a result of the OSD salary adjustments and normal pay progression.  It must further be 

remembered that merit awards and performance bonuses may be awarded to these officials. This 

position is simply indefensible in the light of the principles highlighted above. 

 

 

 

 

The IRC stated that the most suitable comparator is the senior members of the bar or side bar. We have 

tried within the time at our disposal to get a broad view of the average income of council and have 

approached several senior members of the bar that have not taken silk. We think that they would 

provide an equitable comparator. None of them – and understandably so –was willing to venture an 

9. Current principles and levels of remuneration of comparators and 

similar posts in private sector 
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opinion as to the average income for the whole of advocacy. They were however willing-with the 

assurance of anonymity – to give me an insight in their floor or groups average as far as it was known to 

them. The income that seems to me to be the average is between R160 000pm for the more junior 

members and up to R350 000pm for a successful senior junior. These are gross figures. That equates to 

between R1 920 000 and R4 200 000 per annum. 

We have also contacted an HR director of  a multinational South African diversified company with a 

market cap of R 80 bn. to get a feel for the market in the private sector.  He agreed with Table 5 

correlation table in the first major report in that Regional Courts Presidents will equate to E Lower or 

Paterson E1 or 2, and Regional Magistrates / Chief Magistrates  to D upper and should the incumbent 

have vast experience even E lower.  

Grade 
Market 

Scale 
Minimum Maximum Midpoint 

Bonus 
Estimate 

Share 
Estimate 

Total 
Remuneration 

(midpoint) 

DL M1 505732.29 758 598 632 166 126 434 221 258 979 858 

M2 539121.11 808 682 673 901 134 780 235 866 1 044 547 

M3 566242.40 849 364 707 803 141 561 247 731 1 097 095 

M4 579917.00 869 876 724 897 144 980 253 714 1 123 590 

M5 607038.29 910 558 758 798 151 759 265 579 1 176 136 

DU M1 673815.92 1 010 724 842 270 168 454 294 794 1 305 519 

M2 714611.81 1 071 918 893 264 178 653 312 642 1 384 560 

M3 761675.22 1 142 513 952 094 190 419 333 233 1 475 746 

M4 808624.68 1 212 937 1 010 781 202 156 353 774 1 566 711 

M5 876655.82 1 314 984 1 095 820 219 164 383 537 1 698 522 

EL M1 997789.98 1 496 685 1 247 237 374 172 149 669 1 771 078 

M2 1078128.26 1 617 193 1 347 661 404 298 161 719 1 913 678 

M3 1146159.39 1 719 239 1 432 700 429 810 171 924 2 034 433 

EU M1 1482440.60 2 223 661 1 853 051 555 915 222 366 2 631 332 

M2 1658045.25 2 487 068 2 072 557 621 767 248 707 2 943 032 
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These figures are accurate as of the end of December 2011 and do not include this year’ salary 

increases, which he expects to average out between 6-7 % band. 

There are only a few reputable companies that would give independent information on wage 

settlements and current trends. 

They are 21st Century, Andrew Levy & Ass, PWC Remuneration Channel, Hay group and Deloittes. 

Regrettably due to the lack of funds we could not engage them as we did last year. 

 

 

 

 

As stated above our desktop research had revealed that the average wage settlement was 8%.Kindly 

refer to our submissions in paragraph 6 infra. 

 

 

 

 

We have taken note of the inflation figures copied from the 10 November 2011 MPC statement, as well 

as the historic inflation figures in paragraph 2.1 of the memorandum. Statistics South Africa in their 

December 2011 report released on 18 January 2012 reveal however that the average inflation rate for 

2011 was significantly higher at 5.0%. 

The latest inflation figures reflect that the inflation has increased to 6.1. % year on year. 

11. Inflationary increases, the consumer price index and future 

forecast 

 

10. Current principles and levels of remuneration of society in 

general 
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In the statement of the Monetary Policy Committee dated 19 January 2012 issued by Ms. Gill Marcus, 

Governor of the South African Reserve Bank, at a meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) in 

Pretoria the committee confirmed that since the previous meeting of the MPC, the inflation outlook has 

deteriorated. 

 She added that:  

The inflation forecast of the Bank has been subject to a further upward revision. Inflation is now 

expected to remain outside the upper end of the target range for the whole of 2012, and to peak in 

the second quarter of 2012 at around 6,6 per cent before declining gradually and returning to within 

the target range in the first quarter of 2013. 

The financial press predicts (bar a total meltdown of euro zone economies) that the average inflation 

level for 2012 would be 6.3 %. We therefore suggest that the COLA for 2012 cannot be lower than 6.3%. 

  

 

 

It is our submission that the IRC is an independent body that should not bow to public perception. It is 

our view that the IRC should fearlessly, objectively and independently make recommendations to the 

President. Should the opinion of the public be taken into consideration, it cannot be said that the IRC is 

either objective or independent. It is further our view that a distinction should be drawn between 

Judicial and Political office bearers. There is a perception that here is a tension between the Executive 

and Judiciary.  

It is our view that the President may wish to take public perception into consideration when 

determining the increases of Political office bearers. That is his prerogative that for political reasons he 

might not wish to make a determination in line with the IRC recommendations regarding political office 

bearers. Other Political Office bearers may and do have other income streams. It is lawful for them to 

receive mentioned income. They are however accountable to the voters and as such the public 

perception will play an important role.  

Judicial Office bearers are not accountable to the public opinion, nor is it permissible for them to have 

alternative paid employment.  

12. Public perception towards IRC’s recommendations 
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 The IRC is obliged to comply with its legislative obligations to take the factors mentioned in 

section 8 of the Act annually into consideration. 

 The judicial office bearers are highly qualified professionals . 

 There are critical differences between Judicial and Political office bearers. 

 That the current anchor position for the professional judiciary is not only inappropriate as 

principle but also in practical terms. 

 That  salary issues of public office bearers have been controversial of late and we are caught up 

in the Executive and legislator’s effort to please the electorate and public opinion, when they 

may lawfully have other income streams. 

 There is a perception of politicisation regarding judicial compensation. 

 That there has never been a major review that takes into consideration the cost and extent of 

the judges’ retirement benefits and the impact that it would have on the cost to employer 

scenario. 

 That the true value of the vehicle and medical benefits of judges have similarly not been taken 

into account.  

 We have calculated the value of both these aspects to establish real cost to employer 

 That the gaps between the anchor and judges as well as the magistracy are too large, and needs 

to be narrowed. 

 That we have received an increase less than inflation for the last two years 

13. Conclusions 
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 That both the public servants and private sector has received increases far in excess of the 

Lower Courts Judiciary as well as that of the inflation rate. 

 Those comparable Senior Managers, Prosecutors and Chief Prosecutors have, of late, 

substantially overtaken our remuneration levels. 

 The inflation data mentioned in the explanatory memorandum is outdated. 

 The salary data of century 21 group is not supported by the Governor of the reserve bank in her 

latest MPC statement.  

We have deemed it necessary to tabulate the various conclusions we have highlighted above as follows:  

 In paragraph (i) we address only the cost of living adjustment (COLA)  

 In paragraph (ii) we address the real cost to employer calculation (thus current remuneration by 

judges adjusted with the value of their vehicle and retirement benefits) and tabulate them using 

the current and in our view inadequate ratios. 

 In paragraph (iii) we add COLA to paragraph(ii) 

 In paragraph (iv) we merely repeat what we see as the lowest acceptable ratio between levels 

taking into consideration international norms, and the principles of the IRC as set out in their 

first report. 

 In paragraph (v) we highlight our current remuneration adjusted with COLA at the lowest 

acceptable ratio. 

 Paragraph (v) reflects the market comparator of legal advisor in a  Private company with R80 bn 

market cap. 
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) 

Grade 
Pay 
Level 

Position 
% of 

Anchor 
Current 
salary 

plus 
6.3% 
COLA 

Real COE 
Current 
ratios 

Real 
COE + 

Current 
ratios + 
COLA 

Smallest 
accepatable 
ratio 

Current 
salary + 
COLA at 
Lowest 

Acceptable 
ratio 

Market 
+ COLA 

JA 1 Chief Justice 100 2237308 2378258 4230155 4496655 100 2378258   

JB 1 Deputy Chief Justice 90 2013525 2140377 3849724 4092257 95 2259345   

JB   President of SCA 90 2013525 2140377 3849724 4092257 95 2259345   

JC 1 Deputy President of SCA 85 1901699 2021506 3659507 3890056 92.5 2199889   

  2 Con Court/ SCA Judge 80 1789873 1902635 3469516 3688096 90 2140432   

  3 President of High Court 75 1789873 1902635 3279410 3486013 85 2021519   

  4 Deputy Judge President H/C 70 1566089 1664753 3092243 3287054 82.5 1962063   

  5 Judge 65 1454263 1545882 2898979 3081615 80 1902606   

JD 1 Regional Court President 45 1006828 1070258 1903570 2023495 70 1664781 1887969 

JE 1 Regional/ Chief Magistrate 40 894871 951247.9 1539890 1636903 65 1545868 1566711 

JF   Senior Magistrate 32.9 738262 784772.5 1266559 1346352 60 1426955 1387766 

JG   Magistrate 30 671219 713505.8 1097852 1167017 55 1308042 1166211 
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Having considered all the above, we suggest  that the IRC’s 

recommendations be as follows: 

 

Grade 
Pay 
Level 

Position 
Smallest 
acceptable 
ratio 

Recommended  
Remuneration 

JA 1 Chief Justice 100 2378258 

JB 1 Deputy Chief Justice 95 2259345 

JB   President of SCA 95 2259345 

JC 1 Deputy President of SCA 92.5 2199889 

  2 Con Court/ SCA Judge 90 2140432 

  3 President of High Court 85 2021519 

  4 Deputy Judge President H/C 82.5 1962063 

  5 Judge 80 1902606 

JD 1 Regional Court President 70 1664781 

JE 1 Regional/ Chief Magistrate 65 1545868 

JF   Senior Magistrate 60 1426955 

JG   Magistrate 55 1308042 

 

 

__________________________ 

Mr. M DJAJE 

Chairperson: Lower Court Remuneration Committee    15 February 2012 

7. Recommendations 


